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Return on investment on the AutoCAD platform is all about saving picks and clicks and this class is all
about exposing the super-secret tools in the AutoCAD platform. The biggest issue is that you don’t know
what you are missing from release to release unless someone exposes these little secrets. In this class,
we will provide a one-stop-shop document to help you remember all of them and refer back to them. Your
repetitive steps and tasks won’t know what hit them.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•

Use some of the best tips and tricks that are out there for instant productivity

•

Share secrets about AutoCAD that trump repetitive steps and tasks

•

Use fewer pick and clicks and get work done faster on any AutoCAD platform

•

Smack your forehead and say, “I could have used that tip last week”
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1. Trim/Extend
1-1. Select All Option
A secret that was available for the last 10 or more versions, is now out front on the command
line. When you start the “Trim” or “Extend” command, hit “Enter” when asked to select objects,
everything becomes a cutting/boundary edge. This leads us to the next tip.

1-2. Shift Key Option
Use the “Select All” option as above, then the “Extend” or “Trim” command becomes one by
simply using the “Shift” key to jump between the two commands.

1-3. Erase Option
Ever trim so much that you have little pieces left over? You can “Erase” them while you are still
in the trim command instead of after the fact.
1-4. Edge Option – Extend/No Extend
This extends the cutting/boundary edge along its natural path to intersect an object in 2D
space.

2. Fillet
2-1. Shift Key Option
This sets the “Radius” option back to “0” temporally, instead of doing it manually, in order to
make the Fillet command behave like a trim/extend command.
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2-2. Multiple Option
This repeats the “Fillet” command so AutoCAD repeats the command automatically for you
instead of having to use “Enter” to repeat manually.

3. Offset
3-1. Erase Option
Using this option turns the “Offset” command into a fancy “Move” command. Do you need to
shift a line, arc, polyline or circle over from its existing location? Try this.
3-2. Layer Option
Instead of duplicating objects to same layer as the original, use this option to duplicate the
objects to the current layer. This is great when you need objects to follow existing objects, but
need to be on another layer. Examples of this include, a curb following a road or a pipe
following walls.

4. When in Doubt Right-Click and Don’t be Surprised
4-1. Shift Key + Right-Click = Mid Between 2 Points
Quit drawing construction lines and erasing when done when you can instead use this tool.

4-2. Shift Key + Right-Click = Perpendicular From an Edge
Ever want to draw a line or polyline perpendicular from an edge?
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4-3. Right-Click = Quick Select
Ever have been in a situation where you were zooming and panning selecting objects and
changing their properties? Saying to yourself there has to be a faster way of selecting all of
these objects? If you can find a common dominator between all of them then use “Quick Select”
and then use “Properties” to change it.

4-4. Right-Click = Select Similar
Ever have a series of lines, arcs, polylines, text, viewports, or blocks on the wrong layer? Use
this tool to quickly select them and fix them.
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4-5. Right-Click = Isolate/Hide Objects
Ever need to “Isolate” or Hide” certain objects in your drawing that are not on the same layer?

4-6. Select Object and Right-Click = Add Selected
Do you ever need to draw something again on the same layer using the same object type?
Select the object and Right-Click, use “Add Selected”, as this works on most object types.

4-7. From Template (Paperspace Layout Tabs)
Ever want to reuse or copy a paperspace layout from another drawing? Until we get a
“copy/paste” you can use “From Template” instead. This tool is deceiving because you can grab
layouts from “DWT” and “DWG”, you just need to change the “Files of Type” to “DWG” instead of
the default “DWT”.
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5.

Layers

5-1. Adding Layers Drop-down to Quick Access Toolbar
One of the drawbacks of the ribbon interface is the “layer drop-down” or the “Layer Properties”
not being part of the global interface. Fix it by “Right-Clicking” on them and adding it to the
“Quick Access Toolbar”

5-2. Layer Palette Interface
Remember “when in doubt right-click”, Column Header: Turn Off/On certain Columns. Don’t
forget the “Viewport Override” for Color to do lineweight overrides when using CTB files. TIP:
Drag-Drop the Column Headers to rearrange the order of the columns to the way you want
them; color next to the layer name instead of On/Off.
5-3. Lock and Fade
In the “Later Properties” manager pick “Settings” (wrench) to turn off “Lock and Fade”. There
is another one in “Options” for Xref Control under the “Display” tab.

5-4. Set to ByLayer
Use this tool to correct objects and blocks that have “ByLayer” overrides on them for color,
linetype, lineweight, and transparency.
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5-5. Layer Translator
This is a big timesaver if you need to convert old or outside source drawings to your layer
scheme. Use the “Map Same” tool to see if any layers names do match. Make sure to use the
“Save” to save the translations and the “Load” to use on another drawing to speed up the
process on next drawings. TIP: Save to the DWS Format as you keep using this tool keep
loading and saving to the same DWS file to make this tool smarter and better.

5-6. Layer Merge
Here’s another big timesaver to swap old or non-compliant layers to your layer standards.

5-7. Layer Walk
Have you ever wanted to check if certain objects or blocks are on the correct layer? Have you
ever found yourself wanting to display only certain layers to either plot or work on? Have you
ever needed to develop a layer state, but do it visually? Look no further, you have found your
tool!
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5-8. DesignCenter
Do you need to reuse a set of layers inside someone else’s drawing? A lot of people work with
other people’s drawings and this is a fast way to steal layers from one of your drawings and
get them into another drawing.

6. Hatch
6-1. Set Hatch Layer
Are you tired of drawing your hatch on the wrong layer? In the Hatch command, on the ribbon,
pick the “Properties” drop-down and set it for the drawing. This is “per drawing”.

6-2. Separate Hatches
When using the hatch command, a lot of us will hatch multiple areas in the same hatch
command. Remember, you can always separate the hatch to individual pieces by picking on the
hatch and then choosing “Separate Hatches”.
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6-3. Hatch Origin
Whenever working with tile patterns, you have to use this tool for the hatch to be located
correctly. What people don’t always know about this is that the panel drop-down has preselected points. Remember, you can use this tool before or after.

6-4. Grips
If the hatch boundary ever gets deleted (for example, earth hatch), hover over the grips and
use the pop-up menu to modify the boundary. Use the CTRL key if you are on an older version of
AutoCAD.

6-5. Recreate Boundary
If the boundary gets deleted, you can select the hatch and use the “Recreate” to generate a
Polyline and re-associate the hatch to it.
6-6. SQ. FT.
Don’t forget that in “Properties” it will show the Sq. Ft. of a single or multiple selected hatches,
hence the “Cumulative”.
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7. Polyline
7-1. Grips
Hover over the grips and use the pop-up menu to modify the boundary. Now, there is no more
“Pedit” doing the “Edit Vertex” and “Insert”. Use the CTRL key if you are on a older version of
AutoCAD.

7-2. PLINEGEN
Setting this to “0” will set how linetype patterns generate around the vertices of a 2D Polyline.

7-3. REVERSE
This command allows you to reverse the direction of a Polyline, so linetypes with text appear
upright when needed.
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8. Tool Palette
Tools Palettes can be one of the largest productivity tools that one can use, since almost any
tool can be placed on it. It can also be the “glue” to hold one’s CAD Standards together for
yourself or the office.
8-1. Create new Tab on Tool Palette
Type in “Toolpalettes” at the command line and Right-Click on one of the existing “Tabs” on the
Tool Palette. Choose “New Palette” and give it a name of your choice.

8-2. Content Drawing
Open an existing drawing that has some of your favorite content; such as, objects on correct
layers, hatch patterns, blocks, etc. Now, do a “Save As” and save it to a secure folder, giving it a
new name.
8-3. Adding Content to Tool Palette Tab
Starting with a block, select it and pick an edge of it (not a grip) and drag and drop it onto the
Tool Palette. Now, do the same thing with a line and a hatch pattern. Each tool has “Properties”
to them. Right-click on a “Block” on the Tool Palette and notice the “Source File” path. If you
right-click on a “Line” on the Tool Palette, notice how you can control the “Layer” and the
different “Shapes”.
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8-4. Export
If you right-click on the “Titlebar” of the Tool Palette, you can select “Customize” to “Export” or
“Import” your Tool Palette tabs for safe keeping or to share. It’s important to note with blocks
that are coming from the content drawings, this path has to be the same on everyone’s
computer. You can also use the “Options” command and the “Files” tab to have everyone
“pointed to” the same location on the server for the Tool Palette content.

8-5. Design Center
Do you want to automate creating Tool Palettes? Even if you have individual drawings that
have local blocks or multiple folders that have drawings that you use for your block library,
this can be automated using Designcenter. First, type in “ADCENTER” at the command line and
using the “Folders” tab now go to either the drawing or folder where your block library is. Now
right-click on the folder or drawing and use the “Create Tool Palette”, in a matter of seconds,
you have saved yourself a lot of picks and clicks to organize your block library on the Tool
Palette. If you do this make sure to either use the “Ctrl” key or” Shift” key to select the blocks
and right-click “Properties” to designate a layer to put them on.
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9. Miscellaneous Tools
9-1. Change Space (ChSpace)
Move Objects from Model Space to Paper Space or vice versa. In addition, the moved object is
scaled appropriately in the new space. When transferring objects to paper space, the SOURCE
viewport that you click determines the paper space location of the transferred objects. When
transferring objects to model space, the TARGET viewport that you click determines the model
space location of the transferred objects.
9-2. From Object (Viewport Convert)
Convert a circle, closed polyline, rectangle, polygon, ellipse, spline into a viewport.

9-3. Clip (Convert Existing Viewport to Irregular Shape)
Have a rectangle viewport but would be better if it was an irregular shape to better fit
additional views on the sheet?
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9-4. Purge (-PU)
Do you have any drawings that seem too bloated in file size or when you do a “Zoom Extents” or
“Zoom All” your drawing becomes a postage stamp? Type PU and check to see if you have any
“Zero Length Geometry & Empty Text Objects” in it. For the bloated file size, type in “-PU” and
choose the “Regapps” option.
9-5. Previous
Have you ever moved something and then immediately needed to “Rotate” the same objects
that you just moved? Next time, type in “P” for previous to re-select the objects and kill a few
picks and clicks.
9-6. Viewport Rotate
Do you ever rotate a viewport and notice that the objects in it never rotated? Are you still doing
the “Dview” command and “Twist” to fix this issue? Make sure that the system variable called
“VPROTATEASSOC” is set to “1”.
9-7. Enhanced Distance Tool (MEASUREGEOM)
Do you ever want to get a total from doing multiple distances on your drawing? Type in
“MEASUREGEOM” and choose the “Distance” option. Select a starting point and notice at the
command line that you now have a “Multiple” option. When done, hit “Enter” for the total.
9-8. Rename
Have you ever inherited objects in your drawing that make you wonder, “who named that and
what were they thinking?”. Use the “Rename” command to go in and fix those objects.
9-9. SaveAll
Have you ever been ready to head out to lunch or get some coffee but you currently have 12
drawings open and wish there was a quick way to save all of them? Type in “SaveAll” at the
command line and you are ready to head out.
9-10. CloseAll
Similarly, if you are at the end of your day and you are ready to head out, but you have a bunch
of drawings open, do a “SaveAll” and then do a “CloseAll”
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10. Dynamic Blocks
So, you say you have never built a “Dynamic Block”? You say that you’ve heard they are too
complex or too hard to learn? Everyone can update their regular blocks to take advantage of:
Alignment, Rotate and, Flip. Select your block and right-click and select “Block Editor”.

10-1. Alignment
If you need a block to always align automatically to an edge, type in “BAuthorPalette” to make
sure the tools are available. On the “Parameters” tab choose the “Alignment” tool. Now, pick
two points along the edge that you would always like to be aligned to something and type in
“BClose” at the command line. Remember to save your changes.

10-2. Rotate
Do you want to be able to rotate a block without having to start the rotate command? Type in
“BAuthorPalette” to make sure the tools are available. On the “Parameters” tab choose the
“Rotation” tool. Select a “Base Point” for your rotation point. Select a point to define the
location for the “Grip” and hit “Enter” to take the default starting angle. Now, choose “Rotate”
from the “Action” tab on the Author Palette; then, select on the “Parameter” that you just built.
Next, do a large select window and select everything and hit “Enter”. Finish up by typing in
“BClose” at the command line and saving your changes.
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10-3. Flip
If you want to be able to mirror a block without having to start the mirror command, type in
“BAuthorPalette” to make sure the tools are available. Next, on the “Parameters” tab, choose
the “Flip” tool. Now, pick two points along the edge that you would want to be designated as the
“flip” edge and select a location point for the label. Next, choose “Flip” from the “Action” tab on
the Author Palette and select on the “Parameter” that you just built. Now, do a large select
window to select everything and hit “Enter”. Finish up by typing in “BClose” at the command
line and save your changes.
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